To receive a TEXT or VOICE message during an emergency on campus, sign up for the UCAAlert system by logging into URSA and submitting your phone numbers for Crisis Notification Text (CNTX) or Crisis Notification Voice (CNV). See the instructions in the Update UCAAlert Contact Info channel on the URSA Home tab.

Remember...
If you hear the sirens...
"Take shelter, stay alert"

Safe@UCA Info Line
8 5 2 - I N F O
(501) 852-4636

• Available 24/7 •

Stay up-to-date on campus closures and information about emergencies that may occur on campus

Warning Sirens

During summer 2009 UCA installed a system of outdoor warning sirens/loudspeakers to warn the campus community in the event of an emergency.

The sirens are used to notify the campus that it is unsafe to be outdoors and to seek shelter immediately. The most likely cause of unsafe outdoor conditions would be severe weather but other causes may be the unlikely event of another environmental hazard or a report of an armed individual on campus. Following a siren activation, a voice announcement will be broadcast regarding the nature of the emergency.

The sirens will be tested on the first Wednesday of each month at 11:50 AM.